
Frequently Asked Questions about Cyberbullying/Digital Drama 

QUESTION: What is cyberbullying and digital drama? 

ANSWER: Cyberbullying is the use of digital tools (computer/phone/iPad/tablet) to intentionally harass 

or upset another person. Some common examples include sending hurtful messages, posting embarrassing 

or inappropriate photos, and spreading rumors online. Digital Drama refers to the everyday disputes that 

commonly occur between friends online. It may start out seeming relatively harmless, but can easily 

escalate into something more serious. 

QUESTION: What should I do if my student is bullied online? 

ANSWER: First and foremost, reassure your student that you love them and support them. First follow 

the four steps we reviewed in the presentation—Stop, Tell, Save, Block. Emphasize to your student to not 

try to respond or retaliate because that will likely just escalate things. Depending on the situation, you 

may also want to contact your student's teacher or administrator to report the instance of cyberbullying. 

QUESTION: How do I report cyberbullying on social media? 

ANSWER: Most social media platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram, has support areas with 

information or students and parents. They are commonly labeled “Safety Center” or “Parent Info.” Look 

in those sections to important information about reporting bullying and how to take additional steps to 

safeguard your student. 

QUESTION: How can I help prevent my student from participating in cyberbullying and digital drama? 

ANSWER: Encourage your student to follow the Golden Rule and to always strive to show respect 

online. This includes thinking about how things they text, post, and share might make others feel. In 

addition, talk to your student about the importance of not being a bystander and reporting 

cyberbullying/digital drama that they see occurring to a trusted adult as well as to you. 

QUESTION: How common is cyberbullying and how can I tell if my kid is experiencing it? 

ANSWER: Studies estimate that 1 in 4 teens will be cyberbullied. Common signs are isolation or 

reluctance to go to school/socialize, loss or appetite, moody, difficulty sleeping, secretive. 

Online parent Resources for Cyberbullying: 

Nearpod Lessons on Cyberbullying for students  https://share.nearpod.com/vsph/4zBXVTnpNu  and 

https://share.nearpod.com/vsph/FtLJidigMu 

Common Sense Media: Cyberbullying/Digital Drama https://www.commonsensemedia.org/   

Stop Cyberbullying   http://www.stopcyberbullying.org/ 

Stay Safe Online     https://staysafeonline.org/  

Cyberbullying Research Center    http://cyberbullying.org/  
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